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Account Setup
To setup your managed futures account:
Review the program documentation.

This will often include both a Disclosure Document and an Advisory Agreement. Many of these documents can be
downloaded at altavra.co/forms or requested via email at clientservices@altavra.com.

Setup an account.
An account can be setup online at altavra.co/open. Account forms can be downloaded at altavra.co/forms or
requested via email at clientservices@altavra.com.

Assign trading authorization.
Most managed accounts require both an Advisory Agreement and a Trading Authorization Form. If you are not sure
which forms are required for your particular account, please email clientservices@altavra.com, or call 1-800-9987870 (international +1-561-829-8291).

Submit completed forms.
Please email the completed forms to clientservices@altavra.com or fax to +1-561-829-8190.

Disclosure Document Note.
In an effort to achieve higher levels of disclosure and transparency, ALTAVRA provides free online access to the
disclosure documents of many CTA’s. While documents older than a year may still provide useful risk information
and disclosure, they are no longer valid and cannot be used to setup an account with a CTA. To verify that you have
the most recent disclosure document, please email clientservices@altavra.com.

Questions.
If you have any questions, please visit altavra.com, email clientservices@altavra.com, or call 1-800-998-7870.

.

Managed Futures CTA Database
To setup free access to the database, please visit altavra.com.

THE RISK OF LOSS IN TRADING FUTURES AND OPTIONS CAN BE SUBSTANTIAL. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY
INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. ADDITIONAL RISK INFORMATION AT ALTAVRA.CO/RISK.
.
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ROSETTA CAPITAL MANA GEMENT, L.L.C.
COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR DISC LOSURE DOCUMENT
190 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 3000
Chicago, Illinois 60603
Telephone: (312) 676-1050
E-Mail: jgreen@rosettacm.com
Fax: (312) 676-1005

PURSUANT TO AN EXEMPTION FROM THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING
COMMISSION IN CONNECTION WITH ACCOUNTS OF QUALIFIED ELIGIBLE PERSONS,
THIS BROCHURE OR ACCOUNT DOCUMENT IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE, AND HAS NOT
BEEN, FILED WITH THE COMMISSION. THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING
COMMISSION DOES NOT PASS UPON THE MERITS OF PARTICIPATING IN A TRADING
PROGRAM OR UPON THE ADEQUACY OR ACCURACY OF COMMODITY TRADING
ADVISOR DISCLOSURE. CONSEQUENTLY, THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING
COMMISSION HAS NOT REVIEWED OR APPROVED THIS TRADING PROGRAM OR THIS
BROCHURE OR ACCOUNT DOCUMENT.

DELIVERY OF THIS DISCLOSURE DOCUMENTAT ANY TIME DOES NOT IMPLY
THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS CORRECT AS OF ANY TIME
SUBSEQUENT TO MAY 1, 2018

No person is authorized by Rosetta Capital Management, L.L.C. to give any information
or to make any representations that are not contained in this Disclosure Document
THE ADVISOR FIRST INTENDS TO USE THIS DISCLOSURE
DOCUMENT ON MAY 1, 2018

RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
THE RISK OF LOSS IN TRADING COMMODITY INTERESTS CAN BE SUBSTANTIAL. YOU
SHOULD THEREFORE CAREFULLY CONSIDER WHETHER SUCH TRADING IS
SUITABLE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR FINANCIAL CONDITION. IN CONSIDERING
WHETHER TO TRADE OR TO AUTHORIZE SOMEONE ELSE TO TRADE FOR YOU, YOU
SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING:
IF YOU PURCHASE A COMMODITY OPTION YOU MAY SUSTAIN A TOTAL LOSS OF THE
PREMIUM AND OF ALL TRANSACTION COSTS. IF YOU PURCHASE OR SELL A
COMMODITY FUTURES CONTRACT OR SELL A COMMODITY OPTION OR ENGAGE IN
OFF-EXCHANGE FOREIGN CURRENCY TRADING YOU MAY SUSTAIN A TOTAL LOSS
OF THE INITIAL MARGIN FUNDS OR SECURITY DEPOSIT AND ANY ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THAT YOU DEPOSIT WITH YOUR BROKER TO ESTABLISH OR MAINTAIN YOUR
POSITION. IF THE MARKET MOVES AGAINST YOUR POSITION, YOU MAY BE CALLED
UPON BY YOUR BROKER TO DEPOSIT A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL
MARGIN FUNDS, ON SHORT NOTICE, IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN YOUR POSITION. IF
YOU DO NOT PROVIDE THE REQUESTED FUNDS WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME,
YOUR POSITION MAY BE LIQUIDATED AT A LOSS, AND YOU WILL BE LIABLE FOR
ANY RESULTING DEFICIT IN YOUR ACCOUNT.
UNDER CERTAIN MARKET CONDITIONS, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT OR
IMPOSSIBLE TO LIQUIDATE A POSITION. THIS CAN OCCUR, FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN
THE MARKET MAKES A ‘‘LIMIT MOVE.’’ THE PLACEMENT OF CONTINGENT ORDERS
BY YOU OR YOUR TRADING ADVISOR, SUCH AS A ‘‘STOP-LOSS’’ OR ‘‘STOP-LIMIT’’
ORDER, WILL NOT NECESSARILY LIMIT YOUR LOSSES TO THE INTENDED AMOUNTS,
SINCE MARKET CONDITIONS MAY MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO EXECUTE SUCH
ORDERS. A ‘‘SPREAD’’ POSITION MAY NOT BE LESS RISKY THAN A SIMPLE ‘‘LONG’’
OR ‘‘SHORT’’ POSITION. THE HIGH DEGREE OF LEVERAGE THAT IS OFTEN
OBTAINABLE IN COMMODITY INTEREST TRADING CAN WORK AGAINST YOU AS
WELL AS FOR YOU. THE USE OF LEVERAGE CAN LEAD TO LARGE LOSSES AS WELL
AS GAINS.
IN SOME CASES, MANAGED COMMODITY ACCOUNTS ARE SUBJECT TO SUBSTANTIAL
CHARGES FOR MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY FEES. IT MAY BE NECESSARY FOR
THOSE ACCOUNTS THAT ARE SUBJECT TO THESE CHARGES TO MAKE SUBSTANTIAL
TRADING PROFITS TO AVOID DEPLETION OR EXHAUSTION OF THEIR ASSETS. THIS
DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT CONTAINS, AT PAGE 7, A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
EACH FEE TO BE CHARGED TO YOUR ACCOUNT BY THE COMMODITY TRADING
ADVISOR.
THIS BRIEF STATEMENT CANNOT DISCLOSE ALL THE RISKS AND OTHER
SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS OF THE COMMODITY INTEREST MARKETS. YOU SHOULD
THEREFORE CAREFULLY STUDY THIS DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT AND COMMODITY
INTEREST TRADING BEFORE YOU TRADE, INCLUDING THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
PRINCIPAL RISK FACTORS OF THIS INVESTMENT, AT PAGES 8 THROUGH 14.
THIS COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR IS PROHIBITED BY LAW FROM ACCEPTING
FUNDS IN THE TRADING ADVISOR’S NAME FROM A CLIENT FOR TRADING
COMMODITY INTERESTS. YOU MUST PLACE ALL FUNDS FOR TRADING IN THIS
TRADING PROGRAM DIRECTLY WITH A FUTURES COMMISSION MERCHANT OR
RETAIL FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEALER, AS APPLICABLE.
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THE ADVISOR
Rosetta Capital Management, L.L.C. (the “Advisor” or “Rosetta”) has provided commodity
trading advisory services to qualified clients since 1997. The Advisor, an Illinois limited liability
company, registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a
commodity trading advisor (“CTA”) in May 1997 and became a member of the National Futures
Association (“NFA”) in May 1997 as well.
James Green, a founding member of the Advisor with over 30 years of trading experience,
selected the Rosetta name because of its dual significance as his home township (under the
slightly different spelling Rozetta) and also based on his belief that Rosetta holds the key to
trading, just as the Rosetta Stone, an ancient Egyptian artifact, held the key to modern
understanding of ancient hieroglyphic writing.
The Rosetta Stone, a basalt stone found largely intact, measures approximately 3.75 feet long
and 2.5 feet wide and bears trilingual inscriptions of a single passage. The passage is carved into
the stone in hieroglyphs (the sacred character of the priesthood), demotic (the popular cursive
writing of the day), and Greek (easily legible to scholars). The French scholar Jean-Francois
Champollion was the first to discover that hieroglyphs are largely alphabetic or syllabic, and not
just pictorial. Comparative translation of the stone assisted in understanding many previously
undecipherable samples of hieroglyphic writing.
The Rosetta Stone was discovered in 1799 in the Fort of St. Julian at Rosetta, a town along the
Nile River, by a member of a French expedition. It came into British possession after the French
evacuated Egypt in 1801, and is now on display in the British Museum in London.
BACKGROUND OF THE ADVISOR’S PRINCIPALS
Jim Green is a founding member of the Advisor, and currently serves as its managing member.
As such, he is responsible to manage all aspects of the Advisor’s operations, including its trading
decisions. Mr. Green has been registered as an associated person, and listed as a principal, of the
Advisor since May 1997, when the Advisor first obtained CTA registration and NFA
membership.
Mr. Green’s agricultural experience began during his childhood on a grain and livestock farm in
Henderson County in Western Illinois. He attended Western Illinois University in Macomb,
Illinois, where he earned a bachelor’s degree in Finance with a minor in Economics. Mr. Green
supported himself through college by working for DeKalb Ag Research. Upon graduation, he
entered the management training program and was quickly promoted to District Sales Manager.
In 1979, Mr. Green entered the Management Trainee Program at Heinold Commodities. After
completion of the program, he was appointed Regional Sales Manager of Heinold’s Central
Region. He served in this position until 1985, when he accepted a position as National Sales
Manager of Merchants Trading. At Merchants, he diversified his pursuits by establishing a retail
business as well as expanding the firm’s local and introducing broker business.
In 1988, Mr. Green joined Balfour Maclaine as Senior Vice-President and returned its troubled
Chicago operations to profitability.
In 1990, Mr. Green, along with a group of colleagues, left Balfour Maclaine and founded the
Livestock Division of Rosenthal Collins Group, LLC (“RCG”), a Chicago-based futures
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commission merchant. This division is now a branch office of RCG, with Mr. Green serving as
one of its branch managers and an associated person of RCG since February 1991.
In 2009 Mr. Green founded PointsNorth Alternative Investments, LLC, a commodity pool
operator and commodity trading advisor registered with NFA, and was registered as principal
and associated person. Mr. Green had no operational duties at PointsNorth, which closed in
2015.
Steven Garrity joined the Advisor as its Chief Operating Officer in October 2011. Along with
Mr. Green, Mr. Garrity is responsible for trade execution, position management, financial
operations, due diligence coordination, and all back office processes for the Advisor. In July
2014, Mr. Garrity registered as associated person and principal of the Advisor.
Mr. Garrity also is registered as an associated person of RCG, and, along with Mr. Green, serves
as a branch manager of the office that functions as RCG’s Livestock Division. His relationship
with RCG began in 2003, when he was hired as a staff accountant. He progressed through the
accounting department to eventually become RCG’s Controller. In this capacity, Mr. Garrity
oversaw the accounting department and was involved in many strategic business decisions for
the company. In December 2011 Mr. Garrity registered as an associated person of RCG and
became listed as branch manager of the Livestock Division of RCG in September 2014.
Mr. Garrity was also affiliated with PointsNorth Alternative Investments, LLC as its Chief
Operating Officer, registering as an associated person in 2012 and principal in 2014 until the
firm’s closure in 2015.
Mr. Garrity, a Certified Public Accountant, holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting from the
University of Illinois at Chicago, as well as an MBA from Saint Xavier University.
There have been no material administrative, civil, or criminal proceedings against the Advisor or
its principals.
TRADING OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
The Advisor’s trading programs (each, a “Program” and collectively, the “Programs”) are
designed to offer clients the potential to achieve profits by speculating in agricultural and other
markets.
The Programs rely on trading methodologies developed by Jim Green and his former partner Mike
Swinford (now deceased), using their extensive futures and related backgrounds.
As of the date of this Document, there are two Programs in which the Advisor trades client
accounts: the Rosetta Program and the Macro Program. The Advisor may develop and/or offer
additional Programs at any time without notice to existing or prospective clients. Except where
the context otherwise requires, the reference to “Programs” throughout this Document refers to
all such additional Programs, in addition to the Programs specifically named herein.
The Rosetta and Macro Programs are very similar, except that the Macro Program generally trades
in meats, grains, and a broad array of other markets, including financial instruments, stock indices,
currencies, precious metals, and energy products, whereas the Rosetta Program typically confines its
trading to meat and grain markets. Since certain aspects of the Programs are proprietary and
confidential, the Program descriptions contained in this Document are general by necessity and
are not intended to be exhaustive.
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The Programs seek to generate significant profits with volatility that is relatively low in the
context of the markets in which the Advisor trades. There is no assurance these objectives will be
achieved by any Program, or that clients will avoid substantial losses. The Programs are
appropriate only for clients who can afford, understand, and accept the substantial risks
associated with aggressive trading in volatile markets. See the section captioned “Principal Risk
Factors” for a summary of some of the major risks associated with participating in the Programs.
The Programs primarily rely on fundamental analysis, which considers the various factors that
affect the supply and demand of a particular Commodity Interest (as defined below) in an
attempt to predict future prices. Fundamental analysis assumes that markets are imperfect, and
that information is not instantaneously assimilated or disseminated in the marketplace. By
monitoring relevant supply and demand factors, a state of disequilibrium of conditions may be
identified that has yet to be reflected in the price of that Commodity Interest. Such factors may
include weather, the economics of a particular business or commodity, government policies,
domestic and foreign political and economic events, and changing trade prospects.
The Programs also utilize certain technical overlays. Technical analysis is based on the theory that
the study of the past price action in a given market, rather than factors that affect the supply and
demand of a particular Commodity Interest, provides a means of anticipating future prices.
Technical analysis operates on the theory that market prices at any given time reflect all known
factors affecting supply and demand for a particular Commodity Interest. Under this theory,
analysis of factors such as actual daily, weekly, and monthly price fluctuations, volume
variations, and changes in open interest are of predictive value when determining the future
course of price movements.
The Programs’ technical overlays focus on short- and medium-term price data in search of repetitive
patterns that reflect trending markets. In addition to price data, the Programs also evaluate volatility,
breadth, and volume using analytical tools such as oscillators, moving averages, and support and
resistance levels.
The Programs utilize a number of trading rules, some of which are applied via computer. The
computerized rules generally assist in the assessment of when to enter and exit designated markets,
and the determination of position size among client accounts. However, the Programs are neither
fully automated nor totally mechanical. The Advisor’s trading decisions are aided by computergenerated technical analysis, but are discretionary based on its assessment of fundamental factors.
In the Macro Program, client accounts typically may be diversified among approximately ten to
twenty markets, while the diversification among markets in the Rosetta Program generally will be
more limited due to the smaller number of markets typically employed in that Program. However,
there are no diversification parameters or constraints imposed on any Program. At any time and
from time to time, client accounts in any Program may be diversified among a larger number of
markets, concentrated to one or a few positions, or held entirely in cash.
Within a particular Program, the Advisor generally will trade accounts of the same Nominal Value
in the same manner, except that variations in position size may occur due to differences in funding
levels among accounts having the same Nominal Value. In addition, among accounts trading in a
particular Program, the Advisor may employ more contracts per a given unit of Nominal Value in
larger accounts than in smaller accounts, because the additional equity in larger accounts makes it
possible for the Advisor to scale into positions as market conditions may warrant in the Advisor’s
sole discretion.
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The selection of markets in any Program is totally within the Advisor’s discretion, and may change
without notice to clients. Accordingly, the Advisor may add or delete markets at any time and from
time to time as it deems appropriate.
The development of any trading strategy is a continuous process, and the Advisor may modify
any Program at any time and from time to time without notice to clients, unless such changes
would cause the general Program description in this Document to become inaccurate.
The foregoing description is general by necessity, and in no way restricts or limits the Advisor’s
actions on behalf of a client. In other words, no restrictions apply to the Programs, including that
there are no restrictions on their use of domestic, exchange-traded futures instruments, and
options thereon. The Advisor may trade clients’ accounts, in any Program, in futures and options
on futures available for trading on any and all U.S. exchanges now or in the future (all of which
are collectively referred to herein as “Commodity Interests”). With respect to any Program, the
Advisor, in its sole discretion, may make changes to the positions held on behalf of clients,
narrow or otherwise modify their exposure to any market or markets, and may exit all markets
and hold no open positions at any time and from time to time. Therefore, at any time, clients’
accounts in any Program may be committed to a single market or contract, diversified among
many markets and positions, or held in cash.
THERE CAN BE NO ASSURANCE THAT ANY PROGRAM WILL ACHIEVE ITS
OBJECTIVES, OR THAT CLIENTS WILL AVOID SUBSTANTIAL LOSSES.
ACCOUNT SIZE AND NOMINAL VALUE
The Advisor generally accepts accounts in the Rosetta Program having a minimal Nominal
Value of $100,000 and accounts in the Macro Program having a minimal Nominal Value of
$50,000. The Advisor may, in its discretion, accept smaller accounts in any Program. A client’s
account may, but need not be, funded with its entire Nominal Value. See the section captioned
“Funding Considerations.”
“Nominal Value” is the value the Advisor uses to determine the number of Commodity Interests
to trade on a client’s behalf, regardless of the funding level in the client’s account. Nominal
Value will fluctuate only as follows:
Nominal Value initially is set in writing by the client. Subsequently, as of the first day of each
calendar month, Nominal Value will increase or decrease based on the prior month’s
performance, which is calculated as follows: (1) realized trading gain or loss during the period;
plus (2) unrealized trading gain or loss during the period, which is measured as the change in the
value of open positions as of the beginning and end of the period; minus (3) all brokerage
commissions and transaction fees and charges incurred during the period; minus (4) Management
Fees and Incentive Fees accrued during the period.
Nominal Value also will change upon the client’s written instruction to the Advisor, or upon the
Advisor’s determination to reduce Nominal Value, each as described below. Nominal Value will
not adjust as a result of additions or withdrawals of cash from a client’s account.
If a client changes Nominal Value during a calendar month, the Nominal Value as of the first day
of the following month shall be the Nominal Value last in force during the prior month, plus the
entire prior month’s performance, calculated as described above.
Clients may reduce the Nominal Value of their accounts at any time, but only in accordance with
the following procedures: Reductions in Nominal Value must be made by providing written
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notice to the Advisor, in the form specified by the Advisor. The reduction in Nominal Value will
be effective only upon the occurrence of both of the following events: a) the Advisor’s actual
receipt of such notice in proper form, and b) the Advisor’s reduction or other modification of
positions, which will occur as soon as practicable in the Advisor’s sole discretion following the
Advisor’s actual receipt of the reduction notice.
Clients who wish to increase the Nominal Value of their accounts may do so only by written
request, in the form specified by the Advisor. Requests to increase Nominal Value will be
effective only upon the occurrence of both of the following events: a) the Advisor’s actual
receipt of such request, and b) the Advisor’s acceptance of such requests (such acceptance to be
evidenced by the Advisor’s increasing of position size employed on the Client’s behalf). The
Advisor may refuse to honor increase requests for any or no reason in its sole discretion.
The Advisor may reduce Nominal Value of one or more clients’ accounts in its sole discretion,
on a pro-rata basis or in a preferential manner, upon the remittance of written notice to the
affected client(s).
FUNDING CONSIDERATIONS
At any time, a client’s account may be funded with an amount that is less than the account’s
Nominal Value, through a mechanism called “Notional Funding.” A client’s account is a
“Notionally Funded Account” whenever the account has on deposit an amount that is less than
its Nominal Value then in effect.
A Fully Funded Account (meaning, an account that has an amount on deposit equal to or
exceeding the Nominal Value then in effect) will become a Notionally Funded Account if
withdrawals of cash from the account cause the funding level to fall below the Nominal Value
then in effect (see the section captioned “Account Size and Nominal Value”). In addition, a Fully
Funded Account will become a Notionally Funded Account if the client increases the account’s
Nominal Value without depositing sufficient cash to bring the account’s funding level up to the
new Nominal Value.
Notionally Funded Accounts present certain risks and benefits, some of which are discussed
below.
Notional Funding is a form of leverage. Unlike most types of leverage, there is no associated
borrowing cost. However, as with any form of leverage, the use of Notional Funding results in
proportionately greater risk of loss. The additional leverage provided by Notional Funding is a
powerful tool that might enhance the client’s use of capital and provide certain protections in the
event of FCM failure, but which may also contribute to significant losses. See the section
captioned “Principal Risk Factors,” particularly including the sub-sections captioned “Trading in
Commodity Interests May Employ Significant Leverage; Client May have to Deposit Additional
Funds,” “Notionally Funded Accounts Present Certain Risks,” and “Creditworthiness of the
Client’s FCM.”
If a client’s FCM fails, there is no assurance the client will recover even a portion of the funds on
deposit in the client’s account (see the sub-section captioned “Principal Risk Factors:
Creditworthiness of the Client’s FCM”). Even when all or a portion of funds are recovered
following an FCM failure, that recovery may take months or years, during which period the
client’s funds are tied up in a lengthy and complicated bankruptcy proceeding.
In light of recent FCM failures, many customers of FCMs, including clients whose accounts are
managed by CTAs like the Advisor, attempt to mitigate the risks of FCM failure by maintaining
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smaller cash deposits in their accounts. However, a certain amount of cash is required by the
client’s FCM to support the risk associated with the Advisor’s trading activities. This required
amount of cash is referred to as “margin.”
Upon request, the Advisor will provide an estimate of the percentage of an account’s Nominal
Value that generally is used as margin in implementing the relevant Program at the time the
estimate is made. The Advisor’s estimates regarding margin use are subject to change without
notice to clients, as is the percentage of actual margin required at any time. Margin requirements
at any given time depend on numerous factors, including (without limitation) the client’s FCM’s
margin policies, market volatility, and position size employed. For this reason, an account that is
funded with an amount that exceeds the Advisor’s estimated margin requirement at any given
time may still be subject to a margin call.
The desire to avoid frequent margin calls, and the losses that may result from failing to meet
margin calls in a timely manner, leads some clients to maintain larger cash deposits in their
accounts (see the section captioned “Principal Risk Factors,” particularly including the subsections captioned “Trading in Commodity Interests may Employ Significant Leverage; Client
may have to Deposit Additional Funds” and “Notionally Funded Accounts Present Certain
Risks”).
Management fees are calculated on the basis of an account’s Nominal Value and therefore are
assessed without regard to the amount of actual funds on deposit in the account. Similarly,
trading volume is based on Nominal Value, so commissions and other transaction fees accrue
without regard to an account’s actual funding level. Because trading volume and fees are based
on the account’s Nominal Value, and not its funding level, the percentage of such fees and
expenses relative to cash on deposit in a Notionally Funded Account will be higher than in a
Fully Funded Account.
The following formula may be used to convert a rate of return, fee, or expense percentage that is
based on Nominal Value to the corresponding return, fee, or expense percentage expressed in
terms of actual funds on deposit:
(Nominal Value of Account/Actual Funds in Account) * N = A; where N = the
percentage return, fee, or expense based on Nominal Value and A = the
percentage based on actual funds.
For example, a 2% annual management fee is equivalent to 4% of actual net assets in an account
that employs a 50% funding level.
Each client must weigh the possible benefits that Notional Funding may provide against the
potentially adverse implications of Notional Funding. In all cases, the decision about whether to
use Notional Funding for any reason is in the client’s sole discretion, and therefore is the client’s
sole responsibility.
Neither the funding level of an account, nor its Nominal Value, represent the maximum possible
loss a client may experience. The Advisor will not report to clients regarding the trading activity
in their accounts, or the resulting profits or losses. Clients are advised to monitor the account
statements generated by their FCMs in order to determine the actual activity in their accounts,
including profits, losses, the value of open positions, and current cash balance.
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BROKERAGE ARRANGEMENTS
To participate in any Program, a client must designate to the Advisor the account in which the
Advisor is to trade on the client’s behalf. Clients participating in more than one Program must
designate separate accounts for each Program.
Client accounts may be held at any properly registered futures commission merchant (“FCM”)
selected by the client. The Advisor neither recommends nor requires the use of any particular
FCM, so the selection of the FCM that holds the client’s account is entirely up to the client, and
may change at any time in the client’s sole discretion upon written notice to the Advisor that is
actually received by the Advisor. Clients who wish to use an introducing broker (“IB”) may use
the IB of their choice.
Clients who elect to use RCG as their FCM should be aware that due to the Advisor’s principals’
affiliations with RCG, the Advisor and its principals may enjoy certain non-cash financial
benefits as a result of that selection. See the section captioned “Conflicts of Interest.”
For ease of execution, the Advisor reserves the right to execute trades through the FCM of its
choice and “give-up” the trades to the FCM maintaining the client’s account. Clients whose
accounts are subject to give-up arrangements will pay additional transaction-based give-up fees
in addition to commissions and other transaction fees. Give-up transactions fees range from $1.00
to $2.00 per half-turn.
Although the Advisor may executes trades through FCMs other than RCG, the Advisory may
execute exclusively through RCG, in which case RCG would receive most or all of the give-up
compensation paid by the Advisor’s clients who choose to use FCMs other than RCG. All clients
of the Advisor should be aware that due to the Advisor’s principals’ affiliations with RCG, the
Advisor and its principals may enjoy certain non-cash financial benefits as a result of that
selection. See the section captioned “Conflicts of Interest.”
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
The monthly performance history of the Rosetta and Macro Programs, updated through the end
of the prior month, is available for prospective clients to review, generally within five business
days of each calendar month-end. To participate in any Program, prospective clients must
represent and warrant that they have requested, received, read, and understood all performance
information that is relevant or material to their decision to participate in the applicable Program.
COMPENSATION TO THE ADVISOR
In consideration for its services, and with respect to each separate Program in which a client
participates, the Advisor generally will receive a quarterly Incentive Fee of up to 20% of New
Net Profits generated in excess of any Carryforward Loss (each as defined below). The Advisor
also will receive a monthly Management Fee of up to 1/12 of 2.0% (2.0% per annum) of the
account’s Nominal Value as of the first day of the month; provided that if an account’s Nominal
Value changes during a month, the Nominal Value shall be time-weighted in accordance with
applicable rules and advisories for purposes of calculating the Management Fee. The
Management Fee is pro-rated for partial months.
The Management Fee and Incentive Fee are accrued monthly for performance reporting and
account valuation purposes, and are due and payable as of the end of each calendar quarter. All
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fees must be paid promptly upon presentment of the invoice to the client’s FCM. If a client’s
account has insufficient funding to cover an invoice, the client must pay the amount invoiced
from other sources.
If the Advisor’s services are terminated at any time during a calendar quarter, the Management
Fee and Incentive Fee are due and payable as if such closure occurred on the last day of the
quarter.
“New Net Profits” is calculated in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and
includes, with respect to any calendar period: 1) realized trading gain or loss during the period;
plus 2) unrealized trading gain or loss during the period, which is measured as the difference
between the value of open positions as of the beginning and end of the period; plus 3) interest
earned in the account during such period; minus 4) all brokerage commissions and transaction
fees and charges incurred during the period, and other expenses other than the Management Fee,
if applicable.
If New Net Profits for a quarter are negative, the negative amount shall constitute a
“Carryforward Loss” for the beginning of the next quarter, and shall be added to any
Carryforward Loss from previous quarters since the last Incentive Fee was earned. The Advisor
shall not earn additional Incentive Fees until future New Net Profits exceed the aggregate
Carryforward Loss from previous quarters since the last Incentive Fee was earned. The
Carryforward Loss provision creates a high-water mark effect that prevents the Advisor from
earning Incentive Fees on profits that represent recoupment of prior losses.
Any reduction in an account’s Nominal Value at a time when the account has a Carryforward
Loss will result in an adjustment to such Carryforward Loss in a ratio equal to the amount of the
reduction divided by the account’s Nominal Value prior to the reduction. Increases in Nominal
Value subsequent to a voluntary reduction of Nominal Value will reduce the adjustment to the
Carryforward Loss, but in no case increase the Carryforward Loss above its previous highest
level.
PRINCIPAL RISK FACTORS
There is a high degree of risk associated with participating in the Programs. There is no
assurance that clients will earn profits or avoid substantial losses. Therefore, prospective clients
should consult with independent, qualified sources of investment, legal, and tax advice prior to
participating in any trading program. Prospective clients must be aware of, and comfortable
with, the proposition that they may rapidly lose amounts significantly in excess of the Nominal
Value of their accounts. Therefore, clients should not participate in any Program unless they can
afford such losses without experiencing a material change in current activities or future plans.
Prospective clients should consider the risks set forth below before engaging the Advisor’s
services. However, these risk factors are not intended to address all possible risks of
participating in the Programs, nor are the summaries intended to provide complete descriptions
of the risks that are discussed.
Clients participating in the Programs will assume a number of significant risks, including
(without limitation) the following:
Market Risks
Commodity Interest markets are speculative, prices are volatile, and market movements are
difficult to predict. Supply and demand for Commodity Interests change rapidly, and are affected
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by a variety of factors, including interest rates, merger activities, and general trends in the overall
economy or particular industrial or other economic sectors. Government actions, especially those
of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board, have a profound effect on interest rates, which affect the
price of Commodity Interests. In addition, a variety of other factors that are inherently difficult to
predict, such as domestic and international political developments, governmental trade and fiscal
policies, patterns of trade, and war or other military conflict, also can have significant effects on
the markets. The Advisor may have only limited ability to vary a client’s positions in response to
changing economic, financial, and investment conditions. Those risks may be enhanced significantly
by the concentration of the Advisor’s positions, the consequent lack of diversification, and the
potential that creates for volatility. No assurance can be given as to when or whether adverse
events might occur that could cause significant and immediate losses. Even in the absence of such
events, trading Commodity Interests can quickly lead to large losses.
Volatility
A principal risk in Commodity Interest trading is the tremendous volatility (or rapid fluctuation)
in the market prices of commodities and other underlying instruments (i.e. stock indices), as well
as the Commodity Interest contracts that are actually traded. The profitability of an account will
depend on the Advisor’s ability to anticipate and act upon fluctuations in market prices.
Commodity Interest prices are affected by a wide variety of factors that are complex and difficult
to predict, such as changing supply and demand relationships, weather, government trading and
fiscal policies, national and international political events (including terrorist activity); changes in
national and international interest rates and rates of inflation; currency devaluations and
revaluations; emotions of the market participants; and changes in interest and currency exchange
rates. None of these factors can be controlled by the Advisor, and no assurance can be given that
the Advisor’s services will result in profitable trades for a participating client or that a client will
not incur substantial losses.
Trading in Commodity Interests May Employ Significant Leverage; Client May have to
Deposit Additional Funds
The low margin deposits generally required in Commodity Interest trading (typically between
2% and 15% of the value of the Commodity Interest traded) permit an extremely high degree of
leverage. Accordingly, a relatively small price movement may result in immediate and
substantial profits or losses. Thus, as with other leveraged investments, any trade or combination
of trades could result in losses well in excess of the amount deposited in a client’s account,
which could cause the account to: a) become insufficiently margined; or b) fall in value to the
point that it has a debit, or negative, balance. If an account is insufficiently margined, the client,
and not the Advisor, will receive a margin call from the FCM holding the client’s account. If the
margin call is not met in a manner considered timely by the client’s FCM, which could be less
than a few hours, the client’s FCM will close out the client’s positions(s), generally at a loss.
In addition, unless and until the client deposits sufficient funds, trading in the account will cease,
and the client will be unable to participate in the subsequent recovery period, if any, that might
occur following the losses. For this reason, clients who lack sufficient liquidity or risk tolerance
to deposit additional funds in the face of losses frequently experience adverse performance
relative to clients who keep their accounts adequately margined.
Furthermore, if a client’s account has a debit, or negative balance, the client is obligated to
deposit additional funds to bring the account up to at least a zero balance, even if the client does
not wish for trading to continue in the account. A client who refuses to deposit funds to bring the
balance of a debit account up to zero is subject to legal action by the FCM holding the debit
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account or other parties, including (without limitation) indemnifying parties who stand in the
FCM’s stead.
The use of notional funding magnifies the effect of leverage inherent in the Programs, if any, and
consequently magnifies the likelihood that losses in a client’s account would cause a debit
balance, or result in insufficient margin for the client to continue trading. See the sub-section
captioned “Notionally Funded Accounts Present Certain Risks” immediately below, and the
separate section captioned “Funding Considerations.”
Notionally Funded Accounts Present Certain Risks
Any client whose account is funded with less than the Nominal Value then in effect has a
“Notionally Funded Account.” Notionally Funded Accounts employ a level of leverage greater
than any leverage already inherent in the Programs. When measured against the assets actually
deposited in the account, a Notionally Funded Account will experience greater percentage
returns and volatility, and pay a higher percentage in advisory fees and commissions, than a
Fully Funded Account of the same Nominal Value. In addition, although a Notionally Funded
Account and a Fully Funded Account of the same Nominal Value theoretically would experience
the same dollar amount of profits or losses, the Notionally Funded Account might experience
larger and more frequent margin calls. If margin calls for any account, whether notionally or
fully funded, are not met in a manner considered timely by the client’s FCM, or if the client is
not inclined to add more cash to continue trading in the face of losses, trading in the client’s
account would cease and/or positions would be liquidated, in which case the account’s
performance could differ substantially from the performance of other accounts participating in
that Program. The likelihood of a cessation in trading due to an account having insufficient
margin to continue trading is higher with a Notionally Funded Account than a Fully-Funded
Account. In addition, the likelihood that a client will have to deposit additional funds because the
client’s account has a debit, or negative, balance is higher with a Notionally Funded Account
than a Fully-Funded Account. See the sub-section immediately above captioned “Trading in
Commodity Interests may Employ Significant Leverage; Client May have to Deposit Additional
Funds” and the separate section captioned “Funding Considerations.”
Commodity Interest Markets May Be Illiquid.
At any time and from time to time, the Advisor may be unable to liquidate positions held in
clients’ accounts due to “thin” trading in a particular contract, or suspension of trading in that
contract. Trading in a contract may be indefinitely suspended due to factors including “limit
moves” in the market, regulatory action, technical difficulties, or terrorist or other catastrophic
event. During an illiquid period in which trading is thin, suspended, or halted, clients’ accounts
may be exposed to adverse market moves indefinitely, and significant losses could result.
Speculative Position Limits
All commodity accounts owned, held, managed, and controlled by the Advisor and its related
persons are aggregated to determine the Advisor’s compliance with speculative position limits.
From time to time, the Advisor may have to modify its trading decisions or liquidate positions to
avoid exceeding applicable position limits. Such modification or liquidation could result in
reduced profits and/or increased losses.
Creditworthiness of the Client’s FCM
Each client’s assets will be held by the FCM of the client’s choice. Although FCMs are required
to segregate customer funds pursuant to the Commodity Exchange Act, there can be no
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assurance that they will properly do so. In addition, the funds of one customer are not segregated
from the trading risks of the FCM’s other customers. Furthermore, there is no equivalent, in the
event of the FCM’s bankruptcy, of the Securities Investors Protection Corporation Insurance
applicable in the case of securities broker/dealer bankruptcies. Therefore, in the event of a
client’s FCM’s bankruptcy, the client, in his capacity as a creditor in a bankruptcy proceeding
against the FCM, could be unable to recover assets held at the FCM, including assets held in
segregated accounts and assets that are directly traceable to the client. FCMs may fail for many
reasons, including, without limitation, accounting improprieties, trading errors, and customer
defaults on obligations to the FCM. Even if client’s funds are held in segregation by the client’s
FCM, the funds are still at risk of loss in the event of a bankruptcy by the FCM.
The Advisor is not in a position to monitor the integrity and financial health of any FCM,
including RCG, and assumes no responsibility to do so in any way.
The possible losses a client may suffer due to FCM failure increases with the amount of funds
the client maintains on deposit at the FCM. See the section captioned “Funding Considerations.”
Trading of Options Contracts Presents Unique Risks
The Advisor may trade options (both puts and calls) on futures contracts. The value of an option
depends largely upon the likelihood of favorable price movements in the underlying futures
contract as they relate to the option’s exercise (or strike) price during its life. Therefore, many of
the risks applicable to trading the underlying futures contract also apply to options trading.
However, there are a number of other risks associated solely with the options trading.
The purchaser of an option runs the risk of losing the entire investment, i.e., the premium paid,
plus the commissions and transaction costs related to the purchase. The “uncovered writer” (or
“Seller”) of an option is subject to the risk of unlimited loss from adverse price movement in the
underlying futures position. Spread positions using options are subject to the same risks involved
in the purchase and writing of options.
In the event the Advisor were to write, or sell, uncovered options that are exercised by the
options’ buyer, the client would be required to purchase or sell the underlying futures contract in
accordance with the terms of the option.
As with futures contracts, options markets may lack liquidity, which will increase the difficulty
of offsetting, or exiting, any particular option position.
Effect of Fees and Expenses; Responsibility for Losses
Clients’ accounts are subject to brokerage commissions and other transaction costs. Each client,
and not the Advisor, is directly responsible to pay to the FCM all brokerage commissions,
exchange fees, and other transaction costs and expenses incurred in connection with transactions
effected for the client’s account. Client accounts also are subject to management and incentive
fees. The incentive fee is based on New Net Profits generated on the client’s behalf, which
includes unrealized trading gains. There is no assurance that unrealized trading gains that give
rise to an incentive fee will eventually be realized. Furthermore, because the Advisor’s incentive
fees are non-refundable and are paid on a calendar quarterly basis, the Advisor could receive an
incentive fee for a calendar quarter even though its trading on an annual or overall basis proves
unprofitable. See the section captioned “Compensation to the Advisor.”
A client is responsible to bear any and all expenses, losses, and fees incurred as a result of
maintaining and having the Advisor trade the client’s account. The Advisor’s form of advisory
agreement provides that the client will indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Advisor and its
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principals, employees, agents, and assigns (each, an “Indemnified Person”) from and against any
claim, liability, loss, damage, or expense (including, without limitation, all reasonable attorneys’
fees and expenses, expert witnesses’ fees and expenses, and expenses and costs of investigation)
suffered or incurred by an Indemnified Person by virtue of any Indemnified Person acting on
behalf of such client in connection with the activities contemplated by the Advisory Agreement;
provided that, if such claim, liability, loss, damage, or expense arises out of any action or
inaction of any such Indemnified Person, such course of conduct must not have constituted fraud,
deceit, willful misconduct or gross negligence.
Decisions Based on Technical Analysis.
In making its trading decisions, the Advisor may analyze technical factors relating to past market
performance as a means to attempt to predict future price movements. The profitability of any
trading strategy based on this type of historical analysis is determined by the relationship of
future price movements to historical prices and indicator values, and the strategy’s ability to
adapt to future market conditions. If the relationship changes in a manner that the Advisor
doesn’t foresee or address, clients could suffer substantial losses.
The profitability of technical trading depends upon the ability to predict and interact profitably
with price moves. However, in trendless or erratic markets, a technical method may fail to
identify a price move on which action should be taken, or may overreact to minor price
movements and thus establish a position that may result in losses. In addition, technical trading
methods may underperform other trading methods when fundamental factors drive price moves
within a given market.
Decisions Based on Fundamental Analysis.
In implementing the Programs, the Advisor may rely on analysis of fundamental factors that
affect supply of, and demand for, a particular commodity, as a means to attempt to predict future
price movements in the related Commodity Interest. There is no assurance the Advisor’s
methods of analysis will correctly identify price movements, or that clients will avoid substantial
losses.
Increase in Assets under Management May Make Profitable Trading More Difficult
The Advisor has not agreed to limit the amount of assets it may manage, and is actively engaged
in raising additional client accounts. At a certain threshold, additional assets under management
necessarily will decrease the Advisor’s ability to trade profitably, because of the difficulty of
trading larger positions without adversely affecting prices and performance. Accordingly, such
increases in assets under management may require the Advisor to modify its trading decisions,
which could have a detrimental effect on the Programs’ overall performance. Such
considerations also may prohibit the Advisor from trading in smaller markets, thereby reducing
the range of markets in which the Advisor may pursue trading opportunities. The Advisor
reserves the right to reduce Nominal Value of any or all client accounts at any time and from
time to time. In doing so, the Advisor may favor certain accounts and not others for any or no
reason in its sole discretion.
Reliance on Past Performance
Certain of the Programs have substantial track records for clients to evaluate in determining
whether to retain the Advisor’s trading services, but there is no assurance that any Program will
continue to perform as it has in the past. In all cases, past performance is not necessarily
indicative of future results.
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Conflicts of Interest
While the Advisor will seek to avoid conflicts of interest to the extent feasible, and to resolve all
conflicts that may arise equitably and in a manner consistent with its regulatory responsibilities,
the Advisor has not and does not intend to adopt any specific policies regarding conflicts of
interest.
Reliance on Principals
The incapacity of one or more of the Advisor’s principals could have a material and adverse
effect on its ability to discharge its obligations to its clients.
Future Regulatory Change is Impossible to Predict
The Commodity Interest markets are subject to comprehensive statutes, regulations, and margin
requirements. In addition, the CFTC and the exchanges are authorized to take extraordinary
actions in the event of a market emergency, including, for example, the retroactive
implementation of speculative position limits or higher margin requirements, the establishment
of daily price limits, and the suspension of trading. The regulation of Commodity Interest
transactions in the United States is a rapidly changing area of law, and is subject to modification
by government and judicial action. The effect of any future regulatory change on a client’s
account is impossible to predict but could be substantial and adverse.
Electronic Trading
The Advisor may trade through various electronic trading systems. Trades placed by electronic
means are governed by the terms of the relevant electronic brokerage trading agreements, and by
exchange rules. Electronic trading systems vary in terms of order matching procedures, opening
and closing procedures and prices, error trade policies, trading limitations or requirements,
qualifications for access, grounds for terminating access, and limitations on the types of orders
that may be entered. Additional risk may occur due to limitation or failure of system access,
varying response times, and security requirements. In the case of both Internet- and telephonebased systems, there may be additional risks related to service providers and the receipt and
monitoring of electronic mail and other correspondence. In the event of electronic system or
component failure, the Advisor may be unable to enter new orders, execute existing orders, or
modify or cancel orders that were previously entered. In addition, orders may be lost or lose
priority. Exchanges may have adopted rules to limit their liability, as well as the liability of
futures brokers and software and communications systems vendors, and the amounts that may be
collected for system failures and delays.
Where possible, the Advisor will retain the capability to place orders by other means (i.e. by
telephone) during periods when electronic trading is not possible. However, there is no assurance
such capabilities will be effective, or that clients will avoid substantial losses.
Potential Inability to Trade or Report Due to Systems Failure
Successful implementation of the Programs depends on the proper function of the Advisor’s
internal computer systems. Accordingly, systems failures, whether due to third-party failures
upon which the systems are dependent, or the failure of the Advisor’s hardware or software,
could disrupt trading, or make trading impossible, until such failure is remedied. Any such
failure, and consequential inability to trade (even for a short time), could, in certain market
conditions, cause a client’s account to experience significant trading losses, or miss profitable
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trading opportunities. Additionally, any such failures could cause a temporary delay in reports to
clients.
Potential Disruption or Inability to Trade Due to a Failure to Receive Timely and Accurate
Market Data from Third-Party Vendors
Successful implementation of the Programs depends on the receipt of timely and accurate market
data from third party vendors. The failure to receive such data in a timely manner, or the receipt
of inaccurate data, whether due to the acts or omissions of such third-party vendors or otherwise,
could disrupt trading to the detriment of a client’s account, or make trading impossible, until
such failure or inaccuracy is remedied. Any such failure or inaccuracy could, in certain market
conditions, cause a client’s account to experience significant trading losses, or miss opportunities
for profitable trading.
Fees Paid to the Advisor May Not be Deductible
Prospective clients of the Advisor should consult with their own independent, qualified sources
of tax advice to determine the federal, state, local, and foreign tax consequences of their
particpation in the Programs, as well as the extent to which fees paid to the Advisor will be
deductible, if at all. If the fees paid to the Advisor are not deductible, or are not fully deductible,
a client may pay tax on more than the net profits generated in the client’s account.
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Prospective clients of the Advisor are cautioned that certain actual and potential conflicts of
interest may adversely impact their participation in any of the Programs. Among such conflicts
are the following:
Trading for other Accounts
The Advisor, its affiliates, and its and their principals, employees, and agents may trade for their
own accounts, and the accounts of their family members and other customers. Such other
accounts may be traded in a manner that is dissimilar or similar to the manner in which the
Advisor trades for any particular client. Differences in trading may include, without limitation,
trading a larger number of Commodity Interests, trading in different markets and/or contracts, or
using different degrees of leverage. For the foregoing and other reasons, such other accounts may
hold positions that are ahead of, or opposite to, those held in any particular client’s account. Such
other accounts also may pay lower fees and commissions. Due to the foregoing and other factors,
such other accounts may produce trading results that are substantially different from those
experienced by any particular client, and may unknowingly receive preferential treatment.
Neither the records of the Advisor’s trading for proprietary accounts, nor the written policies
related to such trading, will be available to clients for inspection.
Trading Multiple Accounts/ Differences among Accounts/Block Orders
Because of price volatility, occasional variations in liquidity, and differences in order execution,
it is impossible for the Advisor to obtain identical trade execution for all clients participating in
the same order. Variations in execution may produce differences in performance among client
accounts over time.
Order entry may be done by means of a “block” order, which may include positions for unrelated
client accounts as well as proprietary and non-customer accounts. In an effort to treat its clients
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fairly when block orders are used, the resulting positions will be assigned among accounts in a
systematic and non-preferential manner.
Upon request, the Advisor will make available to clients: (1) the general nature of the allocation
methodology employed for block orders; (2) a summary of composite data sufficient for a client
to compare his results with those of other relevant customers and any account in which the
Advisor has an interest. However, clients are cautioned that because systematic and nonpreferential allocation methodologies, by their nature, do not necessarily result in equitable
allocations among accounts, there can be no assurance that the allocation methodology employed
will result in the similar treatment of all relevant client accounts over the short- or long-term.
The Advisor may receive higher fees from some accounts than others. However, except as
otherwise described herein, the Advisor trades all of its accounts participating in a given
Program in a substantially similar manner, subject to the differences in size and funding among
accounts.
The Advisor may find that positions established for the benefit of a particular account, when
aggregated with positions in other accounts managed by the Advisor, approach the speculative
position limits in a particular market. The Advisor may address this situation either by
liquidating positions in that Commodity Interest and reapportioning the portfolio in other
contracts, or by trading in other markets that do not have restrictive limits. If the Advisor
liquidates positions to comply with speculative position limits, such liquidation will be done on a
pro rata basis across all accounts under management. However, nothing in this section or
otherwise shall restrict the Advisor from exercising its right to reduce the Nominal Value of
certain accounts on a preferential basis.
Trading Errors
Though the Advisor will attempt to correct trading errors as soon as they are discovered, it will
not be responsible for poor executions or trading errors, whether committed by brokers or the
Advisor. All errors, except those resulting from fraud, deceit, willful misconduct, or gross
negligence by the Advisor or its principals or employees will be considered a cost of doing
business and borne by the client.
Other Activities and Affiliations of the Advisor and its Principals
The Advisor and its principals and employees intend to actively solicit and manage other client
accounts on a continuing basis. In addition, the Advisor and its principals and employees trade
and will continue to trade for Proprietary Accounts, and will own, manage, and participate in
other business ventures. In conducting such activities, the Advisor and its principals and
employees may have conflicts of interest in allocating management time and administrative
functions.
The Advisor’s principals are affiliated with RCG, which is registered with the CFTC as an FCM.
RCG will receive commissions and transaction fees on each contract traded for accounts of
clients who elect to use RCG as their FCM. In addition, although the Advisor may execute trades
through FCMs other than RCG, the Advisor may execute exclusively through RCG, in which
case RCG would receive most or all of the give-up compensation paid by the Advisor’s clients
who choose to use FCMs other than RCG. By virtue of the Advisor’s principals’ affiliations
with RCG, the Advisor and its principals receive certain non-cash benefits such as office space,
fixtures and furnishings, hardware and software, employee benefits, and price quotations.
Client Referrals and Soft Dollar Arrangements
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Third parties may refer clients to the Advisor in exchange for a share of commissions generated
from the Advisor’s trading on its clients’ behalf. Third parties also may provide to the Advisor
“soft dollar” services or products, such as research, quotes, software, or publications.
In addition, due to the Advisor’s principals’ affiliation with RCG, the Advisor and its principals
receive from RCG certain non-cash benefits, which are described in the immediately preceding
sub-section captioned “Other Actvities and Affiliations of the Advisor and its Principals.”
These arrangements, and the possibility of attracting similar arrangements, give the Advisor an
incentive to trade more frequently than it otherwise might, in the hopes that higher trading
volume would provide third parties greater incentives to refer clients or provide soft-dollar
benefits to the Advisor. Third parties also may refer clients to the Advisor in exchange for a
share of the Management Fees and Incentive Fees the Advisor charges to its clients, which gives
the Advisor an incentive to charge higher fees that it otherwise might in the absence of feesharing arrangements for referrals.
Incentive Compensation
The Advisor is compensated on an incentive basis as a percentage of any New Net Profits
generated in the accounts it manages (see the section captioned “Compensation to the Advisor”).
This presents a conflict of interest in that the Advisor has incentive to enter riskier trades than it
might in the absence of incentive-based compensation, in order to produce greater profits for
clients and thereby increase the Advisor’s Incentive Fees. The Incentive Fee vests and is paid
quarterly, which presents an additional conflict of interest in that the Advisor may have an
incentive to stop trading during profitable periods to lock in its incentive compensation with
respect to that quarter. As described in the section captioned “Trading Programs,” all accounts
participating in a Program generally will be traded in the same manner, subject to account size
and funding considerations. Therefore, these conflicts of interest are relevant to all clients of the
Advisor, including those who are not subject to Incentive Fees.
PRIVACY POLICY
The Advisor considers the protection of sensitive information to be a sound business practice and
a foundation of customer trust. Accordingly, the Advisor protects its clients’ personal
information by maintaining physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that meet or exceed
applicable legal requirements. The Advisor restricts inter-company access to its clients’ and
former clients’ nonpublic personal information to those employees who need to know that
information to provide products or services to clients.
The Advisor collects non-public information about clients from the following sources: (i)
information on account documents and other forms, which may include a client’s name, address,
tax identification number, age, marital status, number of dependents, assets, debts, income,
employment history, beneficiary information and personal bank account information; (ii)
information from a client’s transactions with the Advisor, such as account history or balance; and
(iii) correspondence, whether written, telephonic or electronic, between a client, The Advisor
and/or any service providers for a client’s account.
The Advisor does not disclose any non-public personal information that it collects to unaffiliated
third parties except to the extent necessary for a financial service provider, such as an FCM, to
process the client’s account(s) and as expressly permitted or required by a client or by law. The
Advisor treats non-public personal information concerning former clients in the same way it
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treats such information about current clients.
The Advisor treats non-public personal information in a confidential manner and limits access to
the non-public personal information it has about clients to its employees, affiliates, and financial
services providers who have an appropriate reason to access it, and to third parties to which a
client has requested such disclosure. In addition, the Advisor endeavors to maintain appropriate
safeguards such as physical, electronic and procedural safeguards to protect such information.
TERMINATION OF SERVICES
The Advisor suggests that clients view participation in the Program as a long-term endeavor.
However, clients may terminate the Advisor’s services at any time. Such termination may be
effected only by giving written notice to the Advisor. Notice of termination is not effective
unless the Advisor actually receives such written notice. If the client’s notice of termination does
not explicitly state that the client wishes to assume the management of existing positions, the
Advisor will liquidate positions as soon as is practicable in the Advisor’s sole discretion
following receipt of the termination notice, and the termination shall be effective when all
positions in the account have been liquidated. If the notice of termination specifies that the client
wishes to assume the management of existing positions, the termination is effective upon the
Advisor’s actual receipt of the termination notice, at which point the Advisor will cease to
initiate new positions or liquidate existing positions and the management of the Account shall
become the client’s sole responsibility.
The Advisor may terminate advisory services to any client by liquidating all positions in a
client’s account and giving written notice. Such termination is effective upon the occurrence of
both: a) the Advisor’s remittance of the notice (without regard to the client’s actual or
constructive receipt); and b) the Advisor’s liquidation of all positions in the account.
Upon termination, the subsequent management of the account and any positions in the account
shall be the client’s sole responsibility.
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Exhibit A
Rosetta Capital Management, L.L.C.
Advisory Agreement
COMPLETION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Application, Declarations, Understandings, Covenants, Representations, and Warranties;
Limited Power of Attorney ; Authorization for FCM to pay Advisor; Authorization of
Give-Up Orders. Please read all sections carefully.
2. Qualified Eligible Person Certification. Please review and complete this section.
3. Client Questionnaires. Please complete the section captioned “General Client
Information” as well as the appropriate questionnaire in ac cordance with the following
guidelines:
a. Individuals: Complete the Questionnaire for Individual Clients.
b. Corporations, Partnerships, LLCs, Trusts or othe r Entities: Complete the
Questionnaire for Corporations, Partnerships, LLCs, Trusts, etc.
4. Signature Section. Please complete and sign this section where applicable.
Delivery of Advisory Agreement. Please submit this Advisory Agreement to Rose tta Capital
Management, L.L.C., 190 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 3000, Chicago Illinois 60603.
Questions. All questions should be directed to Jim Green at 312-676-1050.

APPLICATION, DECLARATIONS, UNDERSTANDINGS, COVENANTS,
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

The undersigned client (“Client”) has provided accurate information as r equested in the
questionnaire and certification sections below and will inform the Advisor in writing of
any material change to such information within 20 days after such change occurs.
Client wishes to pa rticipate in the trading program indicated below (the “Program”) of
Rosetta Capital Management, L.L.C. (“RCM” or the “Advisor”) described in th e
Advisor’s May 1, 2018 Disclosure Document (the “Document”) pursuant to which the
Advisor will make trading decisions in accordance with its prop rietary trading programs
for the Client’s account (“Account”) and risk.
Client has sufficient risk capital to tolerate losing more than the entire Nominal Value set
forth below without experiencing a material change in current activities or future plans.
Client has received, read and understands the Document, has carefully considered the risk
disclosures contained therein and has concluded that the Program is appropriate for Client
in light of Client’s financial circumstances.
Client understands that the Advisor makes no guarantee that any of its services will result
in a profit or will not result in substantial losses.
Client will i mmediately inform the A dvisor upon becoming dissatisfied with the
Advisor's handling of the Account.
Client understands and ag rees that the A dvisor may provide similar or dis similar trading
advice to other clients.
Client acknowledges that all advice from the Advisor is the sole prop erty of the Advisor
and agrees not to use or reveal such information to others.
Client authorizes the clearing firm(s) holding the Account (the “FCM”) to furnish copies
of all confirmations and periodic account statements to the Advisor. Client agrees that the
relationship between the FCM and Client is not and shall not become the responsibility of
the Advisor. The Advisor is not liable for th e executions of transa ctions. Client further
acknowledges that the FCM is solel y responsible for the t ransmission of trad e
confirmations and monthly account statements as well as custody over the Client’s assets
held in the Account.
Client will execute any and all documents required by the FCM, the Advisor, and/or any
regulatory agency having or claiming to have jurisdiction over the FCM, the Advisor or
the Account necessary to open and maintain the Account and to provide the Advisor the
authority to trade and manage the Account.
Client agrees to indemnif y, defend and hold harmless the Advisor and its principal and
employees (each, an “Indemnified Person”) from and against any claim, liability, loss,
damage or ex pense (including, without lim itation, all reasonable attorne ys’ fees and
expenses, expert witnesses’ fees and expenses and costs of investig ation) suffered or
incurred by an Indemnified Person by virtue of any Indemnified Person acting on behalf
of such Client in connection with the activities contemplated by this Advisory Agreement
(the “Agreement”); provided that, if such claim, liability, loss, damage or expense arises
out of an y action or inaction of an y such Indemnified Person, such course of conduct
must not have constituted fraud, deceit, willful misconduct or gross negligence.
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12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.

Client agrees to pay to the Advisor the Management Fee and Incentive Fee which shall be
calculated using the percentages set forth in the “General Client Information” section
below in the manner described in the Document.
Client has neither receiv ed nor relied upon an y representation about this Agreement or
the Advisor in making the decision to retain the Advisor’s trading services except those
set forth in the Document and this Agreement.
Client agrees that either Client or the Advisor (individually, a “Part y” and collectively,
the “Parties” to this Agre ement) may terminate this Agreement by giving written notice
to the other Party. In the case of termination by the Client, notice of termination shall be
effective upon the Advisor’s actual receipt of such notice, at which point the Advisor will
cease to initiate positions and shall cease to liquidate existing positions (unless otherwise
instructed by the Client in the notice of termination). In the case of termination by notice
from the Advisor, such notice is effective upon the occurrence of both o f the following
events: a) the Advisor’s remittance of the notice, without regard to the client’s actual or
constructive receipt; and b) the Advisor’s liquidation of all positions in the Account.
Termination of this A greement automatically constitutes termination of the Limited
Power of Attorney set forth below. Accordingly, upon termination b y either Party, the
subsequent management of the account shall be the Client’s sole responsibility.
Client agrees that in the event any provision of this Agreement is invalid for any reason
whatsoever, all other conditions and provisions of this Agreem ent shall, neverthel ess,
remain in full force and effect.
Client acknowledges an d agrees that this Agreement constitutes the entire agreem ent
between the Pa rties and no modification or amendment of this Agr eement shall be
binding unless in writing and signed by the Party against whom enforcement is sought.
This Agreement cannot be terminated o rally and shall inure to the ben efit of and b e
binding upon the Parties and their resp ective heirs, executors, administrators, successors
and assigns. The captions appearing in this Ag reement are inserted as a matter of
convenience and for reference only and shall not define, limit or d escribe the scope and
intent of this Agreement or any of the provisions hereof.
In the case of an individual, Client is of legal age in the jurisdiction in which Client
resides and is legally competent to execute and deliver this Agreement and to participate
in the Program contemplated by this Agreement.
In the case of a non-natural person, Client is properly authorized to enter into this
Agreement and to participate in the Program. Furthermore, the individual executing and
delivering this Agreement for and on behalf of Client is of legal age in the jurisdiction in
which such individual re sides and is le gally competent and has full power and authority
to do so on behalf of Client.
Client agrees to inde mnify and hold harmless the Advisor and its o fficers, directors,
employees and agents against any and all direct and consequential loss, damage, liability,
cost or ex pense, including reasonable attorneys’ and ac countants’ fees, that any of the
foregoing may incur by reason of or in connection with an y misrepresentation made b y
Client, any breach of any representation or warranty made by Client or Client’s failure to
fulfill any covenants or agreements under this Agreement.
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LIMITED POWER OF ATTORNEY
By executing below, Client hereb y appoints the Advisor as its, his or her tru e and lawful
attorney-in-fact, with full power to act and with full power of substitution and revocation in its,
his or her name, place, and stead to enter orders to buy and sell (including short sales), spread, or
otherwise trade Commodity Interests (as d efined in the Document). Advisor shall have full
authority to communicate such orders directly to the FCM and the FCM is hereby authorized to
accept and execute all such orders. The Client will not trade the Account a nd will not authori ze
any party other than the Advisor to trade the Account. This Power of Attorney shall remain in
full effect unless and unt il this Account is closed , or until such written re vocation of this power
of attorney is delivered and actually received by the Advisor. Such revocation shall be made in
writing and delive red via overnight courier service or fa csimile. Upon receipt of such notice,
Advisor shall have no involvement with the Account and shall cease to initiate new positions and
shall cease to liquidate existing positions.
AUTHORIZATION FOR FCM TO PAY ADVISOR
By executing below, Client her eby instructs any FCM that holds o r has held an account over
which the Advisor has been granted power of attorney to pay any invoice from the Advisor from
any account in Client’s name promptly upon receipt of such invoic e. Such fee shall be due and
payable upon the receipt of the billing submitted by Advisor.
Client acknowledges and agrees that the FCM is furnishing this service for Client’s convenience
and may pay any such invoices without any duty or obligation to review or verify the accuracy of
such invoice.
AUTHORIZATION OF GIVE-UP ORDERS
By executing below, Client authoriz es Advisor to execute orders on beh alf of Client’s Account
on a give-up basis and issues Advisor the author ity to designate the FCM or Floor Broker who
will act as Executing Broker for trades entered on behalf of Client’s Account. The Executing
Broker will “give up” the orders to the FCM(s) holding Client’s Account (the “Clearing FCM”)
for Client’s Account and risk. The Clearing FCM will act as the carrying broker and will carr y
these positions. Client understands that the Executing Broker will c harge fees for the give-up
orders to the Clearing FCM. Client agrees to reimburse the Clearing FCM from Client’s Account
held at the Clearing FCM.
Client authorizes Advisor to e nter into a ll arrangements on behalf of Cli ent that are necessa ry
and appropriate (in the Advisor’s sole discretion) to set up and maintain give-up arrangements on
Client’s behalf. Client authorizes Advisor to negotiate any such give-up arrangement for a fee of
up to $2.00 per half-turn.
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QUALIFIED ELIGIBLE PERSON CERTIFICATION
All clients executing this Ag reement must me et the definition of a qualified eligible person
(“QEP”) as defined in CFTC Regulation 4.7. This Agreement lists the ways in which clients can
qualify as a QEP (see s ections 1 and 2 below). Please review and ch eck only the sections that
apply to the Client.
1.
If you meet one of the following criteria (check all that apply) and satisfy the
portfolio requirement (described at the bottom of this section 1) you are considered
a QEP:
A natural person whose individual net worth, or joint net worth with that person’s spouse,
at the time of opening an exempt account, exceeds $1,000,000;
A natural person who ha d an individual income in excess of $200,000 in each of the two
most recent years or joint income with that person’s spouse in excess of $300,000 in each
of those years and has a reasonable expectation of reaching the same income level in the
current year;
An investment company registered under the Investment Company Act or a business
development company as defined in section 2(a)(48) of such Act not formed for the
specific purpose of either investing in the exempt pool or opening an exempt account;
A bank as defined in section 3(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933 or any savings and loan
association or other institution as defined in section 3(a)(5)(A) of the Securities Act
acting for its own account or for the account of a qualified eligible person;
An insurance company as defined in section 2(13) of the Securities Act acting for its own
account or for the account of a qualified eligible person;
A plan established and maintained b y a state, its political subdiv isions, or any agency or
instrumentality of a state or its po litical subdivisions, for the benefit of it s employees if
such plan has total assets in excess of $5,000,000;
An employee benefit plan within the meaning of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974; provided that the inves tment decision is made b y a plan fiduciary
(as defined in section 3(21) of such Act) which is a bank, savings and loan association,
insurance company or registered investment adviser or that the employee benefit plan has
total assets in e xcess of $5,000,000; or if the plan is self-directed, that investment
decisions are made solely by persons that are qualified eligible persons;
A private business d evelopment company as defined in se ction 202(a)(22) of the
Investment Advisers Act;
An organization described in section 501(c)(3 ) of the IRC, with total asse ts in excess of
$5,000,000;
A corporation, Massachusetts or similar business trust, or partnership, oth er than a pool,
that has total assets in excess of $5,000,000 and i s not formed for the specific purpose of
opening an exempt account;
A pool, trust, insurance company separate account or bank collective t rust with to tal
assets in excess of $5,000,000, not formed for the specific purpose of opening the exempt
account and whose inve stment in the ex empt account is direct ed by a qualified eligible
person;
PORTFOLIO REQUIREMENT:
A person satisfying this section (check all that apply):
Owns securities (including pool participations) of issuers not affiliated with such person
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and other investments with an aggregate market value of at least $2,000,000;
Has had on deposit with a futures commission merchant, for its own account at an y time
during the six -month period precedin g the dat e the person opens an exempt account, at
least $200,000 in exchange-specified initial margin and option pr emiums for commodity
interest transactions; or
Owns a portfolio compri sed of a combination of the funds or prope rty specified in the
two immediately preceding sections in which the sum of the funds or property includable
under the first se ction expressed as a pe rcentage of the minimum amount required
thereunder, and the amo unt of futures mar gin and option premiums inclu dable under the
second section ex pressed as a percent age of the minimum amount required thereund er,
equals at least one hundred perc ent. An example of an acc eptable composite portfolio
would consist of $1,000,000 in se curities and o ther property (50% of s ection 1) and
$100,000 in exchange-specified initial margin (50% of section 2).
2.
If you meet any of the following criteria, you are considered a QEP (check all that
apply) regardless of whether you meet the portfolio requirement described above:
A futures commission merchant registered pursuant to section 4d of t he Commodity
Exchange Act, or a principal thereof;
A broker or dealer registered pursuant to sec tion 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, or a principal thereof;
A commodity pool operator registered pursuant to section 4m of the Act , or a principal
thereof, provided that th e pool oper ator has b een registered and active as such for two
years or operates a pool having aggregate total assets in excess of $5,000,000;
A commodity trading advisor registered pursuant to section 4m of the Commodit y
Exchange Act, or a pr incipal thereof, provided that the trading advisor has been
registered and active as such for two years or provides commodity interest trading advice
to commodity accounts that, in the a ggregate, have total assets in ex cess of $5,000,000
deposited at one or more futures commission merchants;
An investment adviser registered pursuant to section 203 of the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940 or pursuant to t he laws of an y state, or a principal thereof, pro vided that the
investment adviser has either been registered and active as such for two years or provides
securities investment advice to securities accounts that, in the aggregate, have total assets
in excess of $5,000,000 deposited at one or more registered securities brokers;
A “qualified purchaser” as defined in section 2(51)(A) of the Investment Company Act of
1940;
A “knowledgeable employee” as defined in section 270.3 c-5 of the Commodity
Exchange Act;
With respect to an “exempt pool”:
A commodity pool ope rator, commodity trading advisor or investment adviser of an
exempt pool offered or sold, or an affiliate of any of the foregoing
A principal of the ex empt pool or the co mmodity pool oper ator, commodity trading
advisor or investment a dviser of the exempt pool, or of an affiliate of any of the
foregoing;
An employee of the ex empt pool or the commodity pool oper ator, commodity trading
advisor or investment a dviser of the exempt pool, or of an affiliate of any of the
foregoing (other than an em ployee performing solely clerical, secretarial or
administrative functions with re gard to su ch person or its invest ments) who, in
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connection with his or her regular functions or duties, participates in t he investment
activities of the exempt pool, other commodity pools operated by the pool operator of the
exempt pool or other accounts advised by the trading advisor or the investment adviser of
the exempt pool, or b y the affiliate provide d such employee has b een so or similarl y
engaged for at least 12 months;
Any other employee of, or an agent en gaged to perform le gal, accounting, auditing or
other financial services for the exempt pool or the commodity pool operator, commodity
trading advisor o r investment adviser of the exempt pool, or an y other employee of, o r
agent so engaged by, an affiliate of any of the foregoing (other than an employee or agent
performing solely clerical, secretarial or administrative functions with re gard to suc h
person or its investments provided th at such employee or agent is either i) an accredited
investor as defined in section 230.501(a)(5) of the Commodit y Exchange Act and
regulations promulgated thereunder and ii) suc h employee has be en so or similarl y
employed or engaged for at least 24 months.
GENERAL CLIENT INFORMATION
Client Name(s)
_________________________________________________________________________
Initial Nominal Value of Account: US$ ___________________
Program:

Rosetta Program

Macro Program

Management Fee Percentage: 1/12th of 2.0% per month
Incentive Fee Percentage: 20%
Social Security No./EIN (Entity) ___________________
Date of Disclosure Document Received: May 1, 2018
U.S. Citizen or Resident?
YES
NO
Address
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Telephone ___________________ Facsimile ___________________ E-Mail __________________
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS
Client 1:
Date of Birth ______________

Occupation _____________________

Annual Income ______________

Net Worth _____________________

Investment Experience: Check below the t ypes of investments made by you during the past 5 years for
your own account, or for the account of your spouse, for an y relative who has the same prin cipal
residence or any trust, estate, corporation or organization in which you, your spouse or such relative own
a majority of the beneficial or equity interests.
U.S. government and federal agency securities
Interests in REITs/real estate investment
entities
State and local government securities
Interests in limited partnerships or LLCs
Corporate stocks or options on corporate stocks
Commodities, futures contracts and/or
options
Corporate bonds, debentures and notes
Annuities
Interests in mutual funds (including money market funds), unit investment trusts and closed-end
investment companies
Interests in Real Estate (land, buildings, cooperative apartments, condominium units)
Other investments
____________________________________________________________________________
Client 2 (if joint account):
Date of Birth ______________

Occupation _____________________

Annual Income ______________

Net Worth _____________________

Investment Experience: Check below the t ypes of investments made by you during the past 5 years for
your own account, or for the account of your spouse, for an y relative who has the same prin cipal
residence or any trust, estate, corporation or organization in which you, your spouse or such relative own
a majority of the beneficial or equity interests.
U.S. government and federal agency securities
Interests in REITs/real estate investment
entities
State and local government securities
Interests in limited partnerships or LLCs
Corporate stocks or options on corporate stocks
Commodities, futures contracts and/or
options
Corporate bonds, debentures and notes
Annuities
Interests in mutual funds (including money market funds), unit investment trusts and closed-end
investment companies
Interests in Real Estate (land, buildings, cooperative apartments, condominium units)
Other investments
____________________________________________________________________________
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, LLCs, TRUSTS, ETC.
Client’s form of organization:
Corporation
Limited Liability Company

Limited Partnership
General Partnership

Trust (Other than an employee benefit trust)
State in which formed __________________

Other: __________________
Date formed __________________

Principal Place of Business __________________
Client’s net worth or net assets: __________________
Client’s current estimated annual income (or last year’s income, if current year’s income is not
available): __________________
Investment Experience: Check below the types of investments made by Client during the past 5 years for
Client’s own account.
U.S. government and federal agency securities
Interests in REITs/real estate investment
entities
State and local government securities
Interests in limited partnerships or LLCs
Corporate stocks or options on corporate stocks
Commodities futures or options
Corporate bonds, debentures and notes
Annuities
Interests in mutual funds (including money market funds), unit investment trusts and closed-end
investment companies
Interests in Real Estate (land, buildings, cooperative apartments, condominium units)
Other investments
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Is Client a commodity pool?
YES
NO
If no (Client is not a commodity pool), please provide the basis for determination that Client
is not a commodity pool:
Client does not solicit, accept, or receive from others, funds, securities, or property,
either directly or through capital contributions, the sale of stock or other forms of
securities, or otherwise, for the purpose of trading in any commodity for future delivery
or commodity option on or subject to the rules of any contract market.
Other (specify). Client is not a commodity pool because:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Please also provide the number of Client’s ultimate beneficial owners (both direct and
indirect) as of the date this Advisory Agreement is executed:
__________________
If yes (Client is a commodity pool), please provide either:
a) The commodity pool operator’s NFA ID Number __________________
or
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b) The basis for the commodity pool operator’s exemption from registration. The
commodity pool operator is exempt from registration as a CPO because (specify):
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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SIGNATURE SECTION FOR ALL CLIENTS
By executing below, Client hereb y represents, warrants and agrees to all representations and warranties
above (including, without limitation, the Qualified Eligible Person Certification), issues limited p ower
of attorney to Rose tta Capital Management, L.L.C. and executes the “Authorization for FCM to Pay
Advisor” and “Authorization of Give-Up Orders.”
1. Individuals (sign and insert name and date below signature line):
__________________________________
Client Signature

__________________________________
Joint Client Signature

__________________________________
Client Name

__________________________________
Joint Client Name

_________________________________
Date

__________________________________
Date

2. Entities (sign and insert name, title and date below signature line):
Client Name:
_________________________________________________________________________

By: __________________________________
Signature of Authorized Signatory

By: __________________________________
Signature of Authorized Co-Signatory

__________________________________
Title of Authorized Signatory

__________________________________
Title of Authorized Co-Signatory

__________________________________
Date

__________________________________
Date

FOR USE BY THE ADVISOR ONLY
Account has been:  Accepted  Rejected  Other
By: ___________________________________________
Date __________________________________________
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MANAGED ACCOUNT AGREEMENT – POWER OF ATTORNEY
The undersigned hereby authorizes
as his account controller and attorney in fact (the “Account Controller”) to buy, sell (including short sales) and trade in
commodity futures Contracts, options on commodity futures Contracts, physical commodities, foreign commodity futures
Contracts, and options on foreign commodity futures Contracts, foreign commodities, forward Contracts and Contracts
in the foreign exchange market on margin or otherwise in accordance with R.J. O’Brien’s terms and conditions for the
undersigned’s account and risk in the undersigned’s name or number on R.J. O’Brien’s books. The authorization
provided hereunder is subject to R.J. O’Brien’s acceptance of the Account Controller. For avoidance of doubt, R.J.
O’Brien’s acceptance of any Account Controller shall in no way be deemed R.J. O’Brien’s endorsement of such Account
Controller and R.J. O’Brien shall have no liability for the acts or omissions of any Account Controller. Further, R.J. O’Brien
shall have the right, at any time and in its sole discretion, to revoke any acceptance of any Account Controller and/or
may refuse to accept future orders from any Account Controller previously accepted. The undersigned hereby agrees to
indemnify and hold harmless from and pay R.J. O’Brien promptly on demand for any and all Losses arising therefrom or
debit balance due thereon in the undersigned(s) account.
In all such purchases, sales or trades, R.J. O’Brien is authorized to follow the instruction of the Account Controller in
every respect concerning the undersigned’s account through R.J. O’Brien; the Account Controller is authorized to act for
the undersigned and in the undersigned’s behalf in the same manner and with the same force and effect as the
undersigned might or could do with respect to such purchases, sales, or trades as well as with respect to all other things
necessary or that would be incidental to the furtherance of conduct of such purchases, sales or trades.
The undersigned hereby ratifies and confirms any and all transactions with R.J. O’Brien heretofore made by the aforesaid
Account Controller or for the undersigned account.
Duplicate statements will be made available to the Account Controller via R.J.O’Brien’s client portal.
If the undersigned is a member of any exchange, the undersigned shall verify and confirm the clearing and exchange
rates that the undersigned is charged for the transactions in the undersigned’s account are correct and in compliance
with exchange rules or policies. While R.J. O’Brien shall make reasonable efforts to confirm that the clearing and
exchange rates are being charged correctly, R.J. O’Brien shall not be liable or responsible for any discrepancies. The
undersigned shall remain at all times responsible or liable for any and all fees related to the undersigned’s account as
set forth in R.J. O’Brien’s terms and conditions for the undersigned’s account.
The authorizations and indemnities in this Managed Account Agreement – Power of Attorney are in addition to (and in
no way limit or restrict) any rights which R.J. O’Brien may have under any other agreements or agreements between the
undersigned and R.J. O’Brien. R.J. O’Brien shall not have any liability for following the instructions of the Account
Controller, and the undersigned shall never attempt to hold R.J. O’Brien liable for the Account Controller’s actions or
inactions.
The undersigned represents that the Account Controller has provided a disclosure document to the undersigned
concerning the Account Controller’s trading advice, including any options trading advice and the strategies to be used
by the Account Controller, which the undersigned has read and understood, or, in the alternative, the Account Controller
has furnished the undersigned with a signed written statement explaining the Account Controller’s exemption from
applicable registration and disclosure document requirements of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission and
National Futures Association.
The undersigned understands that there are many strategies that can be used in trading options, some of which have
unlimited risk of loss and could result in the undersigned sustaining a total loss of all funds in the account and the
undersigned being liable for any deficit in such account resulting therefrom. The undersigned acknowledges that he has
discussed with the Account Controller the nature and risks of the strategy to be used in connection with options to be
traded for the account.
This Managed Account Agreement – Power of Attorney is also one and shall remain in force and effect until the earlier
of (i) revocation by the undersigned by a written notice addressed to R.J. O’Brien and delivered to R.J. O’Brien’s office
at 222 South Riverside Plaza, Suite 1200, Chicago, Illinois 60606; or (ii) the trading account has been closed in
accordance with the terms of the account agreement or the terms in this Managed Account Agreement, but such
revocation shall not affect any liability in any way resulting from transactions initiated prior to such revocation. This
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MANAGED ACCOUNT AGREEMENT – POWER OF ATTORNEY
authorization and indemnity shall inure to the benefit of R.J. O’Brien and any successor firm or firms irrespective of any
change or changes at any time in the personnel thereof for any cause whatsoever, and of the assigns of R.J. O’Brien or
any successor firm.
This Managed Account Agreement - Power of Attorney does not revoke any powers of attorney previously executed by
the undersigned unless the undersigned gives written notice of revocation to the Account Controller of any previously
executed Power of Attorney.
R.J. O’Brien requires all Managed Accounts to maintain a cash account with R.J. O’Brien to be used for purposes of
transferring excess cash or journaling debit amounts from or in the Managed Account(s) upon any termination of a
Managed Account by either the undersigned or R.J. O’Brien (including, but not limited to, termination due to three years
of inactivity in the Managed Account). By signing this Managed Account Agreement, you are simultaneously agreeing
to, and opening, a cash account to be held with R.J. O’Brien. R.J. O’Brien reserves the right to terminate any Manage
Account that has been inactive for a period of three years or greater.
The undersigned has read and understood the above and agrees to all terms and conditions therein.
This document creates a Limited Power of Attorney between the undersigned as “Principal” and the Account
Controller. If actually executed by the Principal within the State of New York, to be valid, Section 5-1501B of the
General Obligations Law of the State of New York requires that the document be signed by both the Principal
and Account Controller and that the document contain the following notices to the Principal and the Account
Controller. (The text of the following notices to the Principal and Account Controller is prescribed by law and
must be recited verbatim to the statute even though some portions are not applicable to Powers of Attorney
given by individuals to their brokers or investment managers.)
CAUTION TO THE CLIENT/PRINCIPAL(S)
Your Power of Attorney is an important document. As the “Principal,” you give the person whom you choose (your
“Account Controller”) authority to spend your money and sell or dispose of your property during your lifetime without
telling you. You do not lose your authority to act even though you have given your account controller similar authority.
When your Account Controller exercises this authority, he or she must act according to any instructions you have
provided or, where there are no specific instructions, in your best interest. “Important Information for the Account
Controller” at the end of this document describes your Account Controller’s responsibilities.
You can request information from your Account Controller at any time. If you are revoking a prior Power of Attorney by
executing this Power of Attorney, you should provide written notice of the revocation to your prior Account Controller(s)
and to the financial institutions where your accounts are located. You can revoke or terminate your Power of Attorney at
any time for any reason as long as you are of sound mind. If you are no longer of sound mind, a court can remove an
Account Controller for acting improperly. Your Account Controller cannot make health care decisions for you. You may
execute a “Health Care Proxy” to do this. The law governing Powers of Attorney is contained in the New York General
Obligations Law, Article 5, Title 15. This law is available at a law library, or online through the New York State Senate or
Assembly websites, www.senate.state.ny.us or www.assembly.state.ny.us.
If there is anything about this document that you do not understand, you should ask a lawyer of your own choosing to
explain it to you.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE ACCOUNT CONTROLLER
When you accept the authority granted under this Power of Attorney, a special legal relationship is created between you
and the Principal. This relationship imposes on you legal responsibilities that continue until you resign or the Power of
Attorney is terminated or revoked. You must:
(1) Act according to any instructions from the Principal, or, where there are no instructions, in the Principal’s best
interest;
(2) Avoid conflicts that would impair your ability to act in the Principal’s best interest;
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MANAGED ACCOUNT AGREEMENT – POWER OF ATTORNEY
(3) Keep the Principal’s property separate and distinct from any assets you own or control, unless otherwise permitted
by law;
(4) Keep a record of all receipts, payments, and transactions conducted for the Principal; and
(5) Disclose your identity as an Account Controller whenever you act for the Principal by writing or printing the
Principal’s name and signing your own name as “Account Controller” in either of the following manner: (Principal’s
Name) by (Your Signature) as Account Controller, or (Your Signature) as Account Controller for (Principal’s
Name).
You may not use the Principal’s assets to benefit yourself or give major gifts to yourself or anyone else unless the
Principal has specifically granted you that authority in this Power of Attorney or in a Statutory Major Gifts Rider attached
to this Power of Attorney. If you have that authority, you must act according to any instructions of the Principal or, where
there are no such instructions, in the Principal’s best interest. You acknowledge and agree that R.J. O’Brien has the right
to refuse to accept orders from you at any time and you agree you will not enter any trade after you receive such notice,
unless R.J. O’Brien expressly agrees otherwise in writing.

CLIENTS/PRINCIPALS
I have signed my name to this Managed Account Agreement – Power of Attorney.

Signature of Client/Principal/Partner

Signature of Joint Client/Principal/Partner

Print Client/Principal/Partner Name

Print Joint Client/Principal/Partner Name

Date

Date
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MANAGED ACCOUNT AGREEMENT – POWER OF ATTORNEY
ACCOUNT CONTROLLER
I have read the foregoing Managed Account Agreement–Power of Attorney. I am the person(s) identified
therein as Account Controller for the Principal named therein. I acknowledge my legal responsibilities. I
have signed my name to this Managed Account Agreement–Power of Attorney.

Signature

Date

Print Name

Email Address

Phone Number

Employer Name

Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) or alternate info for traders1

Occupation/Principal Business

Email for Statement Availability Notifications2



Yes

 No

Will this account trade European exchanges?1

Notes: 1) Per MiFID II requirements for European exchanges, your firm must provide an LEI or the Country of
Nationality plus the Passport Number or Date of Birth of the individual(s) who will execute trades for this
account.
2) R.J.O’Brien does not send pdf statements via email.
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Related Account Authorization
The undersigned (Customer) hereby authorized and directs R. J. O’Brien & Associates, LLC (“RJO”) to open a new
account using all existing account documentation including but not limited to agreement and risk disclosure
acknowledgments, maintained and existing on file with RJO. Customer hereby acknowledges the receipt and sufficiency
of consideration in exchange for RJO’s agreement to open this new account. Customer accepts and agrees to be
obligated to all of the representations and terms and conditions contained within the existing account documentation,
customer agreement, and other agreement, or acknowledgment of receipt of risk disclosures previously agreed to with
RJO or which are herein incorporated by reference.
Customer further represents that any additional account opened pursuant to this authorization is identical in all respects
to customer’s existing account, except as otherwise disclosed to RJO in writing, and further represents that there have
been no material changes in customer’s personal information or financial condition as previously disclosed in prior
account documentation.
Concurrent long and short positions may be held In a hedge account in which both the long and short positions are bona
fide hedge positions, in an account or identically owned accounts in which one side is a bona fide hedge position and
the other side is a speculative position or in separate accounts for identically owned speculative concurrent long and
short positions which are separately and independently controlled. RJO may process special offset instructions as
permitted by regulation. Customer understands that positions in separate accounts cannot be transferred from one
account to another from the day prior to first notice day in that specific contract.
Reason for Additional Account
Account Title

Existing RJO Account Number

New RJO Account Number

If Individual or Joint Account:

If Corporation, Partnership or other entity:

Customer Signature

Print Entity Name

Print Customer Name

Authorized Individual’s Signature

Date

Print Authorized Individual’s Name

Joint Party Signature

Title

Print Joint Party Name

Date

Date

For Office Use Only
If account has POA, will POA be the same on related account?
If account has POA, name of Account Manager
If account has an SBA, will the SBA be effective on related account?
Which exchange memberships, if any, apply to this account
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